Transmission Overhaul Kits For Popular Clark Hurth Transmissions!

Joseph Industries now offers complete transmission overhaul kits, snap ring kits and bolted torque converter kits for T12000, 18000, 24000 and 28000 Clark Hurth transmissions. These transmissions are used in a variety of equipment brands, such as:

- Caterpillar
- Clark
- Gehl
- Grove
- Hoist
- Ingersoll Rand
- JLG
- Kalmar
- Komatsu
- New Holland
- Omega
- Sky Trak
- Taylor
- Terex
- Traverse

For quoting purposes, please provide the make and model of your equipment, along with the transmission tag number (usually located on the lower rear of the transmission). As always, for those not interested in doing their own transmission rebuilding, we offer complete remanufacture and return of your existing transmission core!